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From all round Girl Friday to Vintage Specialist - the story behind Florrie+Bill 

When you hear the name Florrie+Bill you’d be forgiven thinking that there were two  

designers behind this innovative brand who specialise in fantastically restored vintage 

and retro chairs, it is, however, the brainchild of Amy Cawson. Early in 2012, Amy, armed 

with a love of restoring of furniture and a husband in the upholstery design industry,  

decided to transform tired, vintage and retro seating back into something  spectacular.  

The original Girl Friday, Amy turned her initial hobby into a business after the birth of her 

son - swopping virtual admin for chairs - her mission statement became ‘To                  

professionally restore tired and unloved vintage and retro chairs, with modern and    

exciting fabrics, to provide a new lease of life for future generations to enjoy’. 

So who are Florrie+Bill? Drawing on the fond memories of visiting her grandparents 

home, Florence and William, the original Florrie+Bill, and its furnishings of retro         

radiograms, string pictures, teak furniture and Bakelite telephones, she decided to name 

her company after them. Their names echo the era of furniture that Amy loves and the   

personal attachment that she has with each chair, as she only buys and restores pieces 

that she loves herself and would happily place in her own mid-century style home. 

The decision to honour classic designs and quality craftsmanship before it gets            

destroyed, just because it looks old and broken, means that Amy seeks out great British 

brand names, such as G Plan, Ercol and Parker Knoll to restore. As well as original      

Vintage Danish Furniture, whose compact forms make it perfect for fitting into many of 

todays, smaller modern homes.  

Amy strips the chairs herself, but uses the services of a local French Polisher and a highly 

skilled upholsterer to help with each project. Harnessing her passion for colour and    

texture, Amy chooses each fabric carefully to enhance the feature of each unique piece 

rather than become the over-riding feature. Her use of colour and geometric patterns 

feature more heavily on smaller occasional chairs; enabling a splash of statement style to 

be achieved on a scale that even the most conservative shopper could be partial to. 

Working with, and supporting, emerging UK textile designer/makers such as Tamasyn 

Gambell, Flock Fabrics, and Bailey Hills, each chair is upholstered in British made                                                                  

fabrics and materials where possible.  

Every restoration project undertaken is a very personal one, with the whole process  

being documented and blogged about, providing an online record for each new owner 

so that they can view the chairs before they were revived. The built in memories        

continue as Amy hand makes all her own swing tags; with a swatch of the chairs old  

fabric and a personal ‘Thank You’ note typed on her vintage typewriter! A piece of the 

original fabric is also stuck to the chair frame inside – along with a stamp to say it was 

restored by Florrie+Bill. 

With further collaborations with Flock and Bailey Hills already in the pipeline,              

Florrie+Bill’s vision continues to look fresh and current, with an additional line of         

accessories planned to match the chairs, and original retro prints coming soon. 

For see more of Florrie+Bill visit www.florrieandbill.com 
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